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(54) Title: CONFIGURATION OF INTELLIGENT ELECTRONIC DEVICE

(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a configuration
arrangement for configuring an intelligent electronic
device, comprising a configuration unit configured
to provide a plurality of function blocks into a visual
representation of a configuration of the intelligent

TO VISUAL REPRESENTATION
electronic device, wherein each function block is for
executing a function in the intelligent electronic device
and has a predetermined set of connection interfaces
for connecting the function block with other function
blocks or external variables, a checking unit configured

OF A FUNCTION BLOCK to check for a function block a completion status of the
connections of the function block in the configuration, and
an indicating unit configured to provide a visual indication
in the visual representation to indicate the completion
status of the connections of the function block.
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CONFIGURATION OF INTELLIGENT ELECTRONIC DEVICE

FIELD

The invention relates to configuration of an intelligent electronic

device.

BACKGROUND

In a configuring process of intelligent electronic devices, a

graphical tool may be used. When using the tool, a user may collect function

blocks and connect them such that the necessary inputs and outputs of each

function block are connected either to other function blocks or to external in

put/output variables. After completion of the configuration, the configuration

may be compiled, which compilation provides a compilation result. The compi

lation result may be a listed printout of possible errors in the configuration. The

user needs then to correct the errors in the configuration one by one reading

the listed printout and correcting the errors to the graphical representation. A f

ter the correction of the compilation errors, the user may try compilation of the

configuration again, and repeat the above-described procedure until the com

pilation process indicates no more errors.

The disclosed process is tedious and time-consuming and an

improvement to the configuration process is called for.

SUMMARY

It is thus an object to provide an improved apparatus and

method. In an aspect, there is provided a configuration arrangement for co n

figuring an intelligent electronic device, comprising a configuration unit conf ig

ured to provide a visual representation of a configuration of the intelligent elec

tronic device with a plurality of function blocks, wherein each function block is

for executing a function in the intelligent electronic device and has a predeter

mined set of connection interfaces for connecting the function block with other

function blocks or external variables, a checking unit configured to check a

completion status of the connections of a function block in the configuration,

and an indicating unit configured to provide the visual representation with a

visual indication to indicate the completion status of the connections of the

function block.



In another aspect, there is provided a method of configuring an in

telligent electronic device, comprising providing a plurality of function blocks in

a visual representation of a configuration of the intelligent electronic device,

wherein each function block is for executing a function in the intelligent elec

tronic device and has a predetermined set of connection interfaces for co n

necting the function block with other function blocks or external variables,

checking, for a function block a completion status of the connections of the

function block made into the configuration, and indicating by using a visual i n

dication in the visual representation the completion status of the connections of

the function block.

The invention provides an improvement to a user interface for ma k

ing a configuration for an intelligent electronic device and provides a possibility

to avoid at least some of the unnecessary compilations of the configurations.

DRAWINGS

In the following, the invention will be described in greater detail by

means of preferred embodiments with reference to the accompanying draw

ings, in which

Figure 1 shows an embodiment of a method;

Figure 2 shows an embodiment of an apparatus;

Figure 3 shows another embodiment of an apparatus; and

Figure 4 illustrates a visual interface of a configurator on a display.

DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows one embodiment of a method. The method relates

to configuring of an intelligent electronic device, such as a protective relay, for

instance. The protective relay may be for use in a power transmission and d is

tribution system. In configuring, the operation of the device is defined by using

one or more function blocks, each defining a function that may be carried out

during the operation of the device. The configuration may be carried out using

a graphical/visual configuration tool, in which function blocks that are needed

in the device are collected to a visual display of the tool as shown by 102 in

Figure 1.

Each function block may include one or more inputs and one or

more outputs. Via these connection interfaces, a function block may be con

nected to other function blocks or to external variables. Some of the connec-



tion interfaces may be obligatory connections, whereas some other connection

interfaces may be optional connections. An obligatory interface here means

that the particular interface needs to be connected either to another function

block or to a variable.

In 104, the configuration tool performs a check relating to the obliga

tory interfaces. The optional interfaces are not checked. In an embodiment, the

user interface provides either a menu choice or a push button for initiating the

checking of the status of the connections in the configuration. When the user

makes the menu selection or presses the push button, the tool may check all

the interfaces in all the function blocks in the active configuration that the user

is working on.

As shown by 106, the checking of the interfaces provides a comple

tion status of the function block. When all the obligatory interfaces of a function

block have been connected, the completion status of the function block is

"complete". The method then branches to 108 and the configuration tool pro

vides a first visual indication on a display of the configuration tool. The first v is

ual indication may be a colour, a certain line thickness of the function block, or

a single frame around the block, for instance.

If the completion status of the function block is "incomplete", the

method branches to 110, and a second visual indication is displayed. The sec

ond visual indication provides a visual difference to the first visual indication. If

the first visual indication is a colour, the second visual indication may be a n

other colour. For instance, a green colour may indicate the "complete" status,

and a red colour may indicate the "incomplete" connection status of the func

tion block. If the first visual indication is a line thickness, the second visual ind i

cation may be another line thickness of the function block. And if the first visual

indication is a single frame around the function block, the second visual indica

tion may be a double frame around the block. The two latter indications may

also be used by those who suffer from colour vision deficiency.

The visual indication of the connection statuses may also be ca r

ried out by using two different indication manners, such as colour and line

thickness. For instance, the first visual indication may be a colour and the se c

ond indication may be a line thickness.

As explained above, the visual indication may be applied for the

whole block. That is, a certain colour may be applied to the frame or the int e

rior of a function block. In another embodiment, a visual indication is provided



only at the interface of the function block, not around or inside the function

block. A small frame may be provided at an input/output of a block, and the

visual indication may be provided at this small frame. These two embodiments

may also be used in common, that is visual indications may be applied both to

the inputs/outputs of the blocks and also to the frames/interiors of the blocks.

The configuration tool may also provide an additional listing window

on the display. The listing window may indicate the incomplete connections in

the configuration in a textual format, for instance. Thus, in addition to the visual

indication, the listing window may help the user in noticing which connections

still need to be connected. The listing window may be updated when carrying

out the check in step 104, for instance. When the listing window is empty, this

also indicates that the configuration is complete in a sense that all the needed

connections have been connected.

In 112, a new connection is established between two function

blocks, for instance. The method may then automatically perform the check in

104, and update the visual indication of the block. For instance, if a newly

added connection completes the connections of a function block, the connec

tion status of the block may change from "incomplete" to "complete". Thus,

step 112 may be seen as an alternative for step 104. The configuration tool

may check the connections either upon a request from the user or automati

cally.

Alternatively to two values of the connection status, the connection

status of the function block may belong to one of three values, "complete",

"partly complete" or "incomplete". "Partly complete" may denote that at least

one of the necessary interfaces of a function block has been connected. If a

colour is used as a visual indication method, green, yellow and red may be

used, for instance.

Figure 2 shows an embodiment of an apparatus that may be used in

the configuration work. The apparatus may be a workstation 200 including a

mouse 202 and a keyboard 204. The user making the configuration may use

the mouse and the keyboard for adding/deleting function blocks to/from a con

figuration. The user may establish connections between the blocks by drawing

connecting lines between the function blocks and/or to/from external variables.

The display 200 shows visually the function blocks and the connec

tions relating to the function blocks. By means of the display, the user may see

the connection status of the function blocks. On the display, various differentia-



tion methods may be used. The status information may be seen on the basis

of colour, line thickness, or frame format. Different hatching or fillings of the

function blocks may also be used. Manners of differentiation other than colour

indication are also suitable for use by colour those who suffer from colour v i

sion deficiency.

A central unit 210 of the workstation 200 may include a software

package, which is suitable for use in the configuration of the intelligent ele c

tronic device. The software package may co-operate with the mouse 202 and

the keyboard 204 in receiving inputs from the user. The software may also in

struct the display 200 in displaying the connection statuses of the function

blocks.

In an embodiment, a visual indication is also provided in regard of

the whole intelligent electronic device. When all the connections of all the func

tion blocks have been completed, the connection status of the intelligent elec

tronic device is set to "complete". Otherwise, if not all the connections have

been connected, the connection status of the function block may be set to

"partly complete" or "incomplete", depending on how many different groups are

available for indicating the connection statuses.

Figure 3 shows another embodiment of an apparatus for performing

the configuration. As in Figure 2 , by using a mouse 302 and a keyboard 304, a

user is able to feed input information to provide the configuration for the intelli

gent electronic device. Instead of or in addition to a mouse/keyboard, other

known input methods such as touching, and/or speech may be applied as well.

A central unit 310 may include an input/output unit 312, which may

handle the external interfaces of the central unit. Via the input/output unit, the

central unit may receive input data from the keyboard 304 and the mouse 302,

and may output data to a display 300.

Figure 3 also shows a central unit 310, which includes a plurality of

subunits. For the sake of simplicity, no connections between the subunits are

shown in Figure 3 .

The central unit 310 may include a configuration unit 316, which

may be responsible for opening a new configuration and adding/deleting func

tion blocks to/from the configuration. The configuration unit may co-operate

with the display 300 so that the configuration is visually shown on the display

during the configuration process. A library 318 including a selection of function

blocks available to be selected by the configuration unit 316 may also be pro-



vided. The configuration unit may also be responsible for providing a listing of

all devices in a larger configuration and illustrating the relations between the

devices and a hierarchy of the devices.

A connection unit 320 may also be provided. The connection unit

may be responsible for providing functions needed in making the connections

for a function block. The function blocks may be connected with each other, or

they may receive an input variable, or they may output an output variable.

A checking unit 322 may also be provided. The checking unit co

operates with the connecting unit in such a way that when a connection is

added to or removed from a function block, the checking unit may check

whether the connection status of a function block has changed. A function

block may have one or more predetermined obligatory inputs and one or more

obligatory outputs. If all the obligatory inputs and outputs have been co n

nected, the checking unit may provide a connection status value "completed"

for the function block. If at least one of the obligatory inputs/outputs has been

connected but not all of them, a connection status value "incomplete" or "partly

completed" may be provided. For internal processing, respective numerical

values 0 , 1 or 2 may be associated with each connection status value, for in

stance.

An indicating unit 324 may co-operate with the checking unit such

that when the checking module provides a function block with a connection

status value, the indicating unit changes the visual representation of the func

tion block on the display 300 as needed. For instance, if two connection status

values 0 (incomplete) and 1 (completed) are used, the indicating unit assoc i

ates colour each of these values with a colour. Red may be associated with 0 ,

and green may be associated with 1. The indicating unit may then co-operate

with the input/output module such that the changed colour will be displayed on

the display/screen 300.

Figure 4 shows an embodiment of a visual representation of an in

telligent electronic device. The visual representation may be provided on a d is

play 400. On the display, an intelligent electronic device 430 is shown. For the

sake of clarity, only some of the function blocks and the configuration of an

intelligent electronic device are shown in Figure 4 .

In the embodiment of Figure 4 , a visual indication of the completion

status of the connections is provided using single or double frames around an

object. The single frame denotes that the connections of the object are incom-



plete, whereas a double frame denotes that the connections are complete.

The device 430 includes three function blocks FB1 440, FB2 450

and FB3 460. In the example of Figure 4 , we may consider that the function

block FB1 includes two obligatory inputs 444 and 446, and one obligatory out

put 448. Of these inputs and output, only the output 448 has been connected

and, therefore, the completion status of the connections of FB1 is "incomplete".

This is visually indicated in Figure 4 by having a single frame 442 around the

function block FB1 .

We may consider that the function block 450 has one obligatory i n

put 454, one optional input 456, and one obligatory output 458. We note that

the obligatory input is connected to FB1 and the obligatory output 458 is con

nected to FB3 and, therefore, the connection status of the block FB2 is "co m

plete", because when checking the connection status, the optional i n

puts/outputs are not taken into account when evaluating the connection status

of the block. The "complete" connection status of the block FB2 is indicated

visually by providing a double frame around the block FB2 on the display 400.

The function block FB3 has one obligatory input 464 and two obligatory out

puts 466 and 468. Only the obligatory input 464 has been connected and the

connection status of the function block FB3 is "incomplete", which is indicated

in Figure 4 with a single frame around the block 460.

Thus, in Figure 4 , one of the function blocks, FB2, has a "co m

pleted" status, whereas the two other blocks have an "incomplete" status. The

total configuration of the device 430 is therefore "incomplete", which is ind i

cated by a single frame 432 around the device 430.

The invention may be implemented by software or hardware co m

ponents implementing the functionality of the invention. A combination of sof t

ware and hardware implementation is also possible.

It will be obvious to a person skilled in the art that as technology a d

vances, the inventive concept can be implemented in various ways. The inven

tion and its embodiments are not limited to the examples described above but

may vary within the scope of the claims.



CLAIMS

1. A configuration arrangement for configuring an intelligent electronic d e

vice, comprising:

a configuration unit (316) configured to provide a visual representation of a

configuration of the intelligent electronic device with a plurality of function

blocks, wherein each function block is for executing a function in the intelli

gent electronic device and has a predetermined set of connection inte r

faces for connecting the function block with other function blocks or exter

nal variables;

a checking unit (322) configured to check a completion status of the co n

nections of a function block in the configuration; and

an indicating unit (324) configured to provide the visual representation with

a visual indication to indicate the completion status of the connections of

the function block.

2 . The configuration arrangement of claim 1, wherein the visual indication

includes a first visual indication configured to indicate that the connections

of the function block have been completed.

3 . The configuration arrangement of claim 1, wherein the visual indication

includes a first visual indication configured to indicate that the connections

of the function block have been completed and a second visual indication

configured to indicate that the connections of the function block are inco m

plete.

4 . The configuration arrangement of claim 2 , wherein the first visual indica

tion includes a colour.

5 . The configuration arrangement of claim 3 , wherein the first visual indica

tion includes a first colour, and the second visual indication includes a co l

our different than the first colour.

6 . The configuration arrangement of claim 3 , wherein the first visual indica

tion is a first line thickness of a function block in the visual representation,



and the second visual indication is a second line thickness of a function

block other than the first line thickness.

7 . The configuration arrangement of claim 3 , wherein the first visual indica

tion is a single frame and the second visual indication is a double frame of

a function block in the visual representation.

8 . The configuration arrangement of claim 3 , wherein the visual indication

includes a third visual indication indicating that the connections of the func

tion block have been partly completed.

9 . The configuration arrangement of claim 1, further comprising an indicat

ing device configured to receive a user initiation for initiating the checking

of the completion statuses of the connections in the configuration, and the

checking unit is configured to operate upon the initiation received by the

indicating device.

10. The configuration arrangement of claim 1, wherein the checking unit is

configured to check the completion status of a function block when a

change is made to a connection of a function block by comparing connec

tions of the function block with the obligatory connections defined for the

function block, and update the visual indication of the function block if the

change changes the completion status of the function block.

11. The configuration arrangement of claim 1, wherein the intelligent elec

tronic device is a protective relay.

12. A method of configuring an intelligent electronic device, comprising:

providing (102) a visual representation of a configuration of the intelligent

electronic device with a plurality of function blocks, wherein each function

block is for executing a function in the intelligent electronic device and has

a predetermined set of connection interfaces for connecting the function

block with other function blocks or external variables;

checking (104) a completion status of the connections of a function block

provided in the configuration;



indicating (108, 110), by using a visual indication in the visual representa

tion, the completion status of the connections of the function block.

13. A method according to claim 12, wherein the visual indication includes

a first visual indication indicating that the connections of the function block

have been completed.

14. A method according to claim 12, wherein the visual indication includes

a first visual indication indicating that the connections of the function block

have been completed and a second visual indication indicating that the

connections of the function block are incomplete.

15. A method according to claim 13, wherein the first visual indication in

cludes a colour.

16. A method according to claim 14, wherein the first visual indication in

cludes a first colour, and the second visual indication includes a colour d if

ferent than the first colour.

17. A method according to claim 14, wherein the first visual indication is a

first line thickness of a function block in the visual representation, and the

second visual indication is a second line thickness of a function block other

than the first line thickness.

18. A method according to claim 14, wherein the first visual indication is a

single frame of a function block and the second visual indication is a do u

ble frame of a function block in the visual representation.

19. A method according to claim 14, wherein the visual indication includes

a third visual indication indicating that the connections of the function block

have been partly completed.

20. A method according to claim 12, further comprising: checking the con

figuration upon a user input indicating that a check should be performed on

the completion status of the connections of the configuration.



2 1 . A method according to claim 12, further comprising: checking the

completion status of a function block when a change is made to a connec

tion of a function block, wherein the checking of the completion status is

carried out by comparing connections of the function block with the obliga

tory connections defined for the function block, and updating the visual in

dication of the function block if the change changes the completion status

of the function block.

22. A method according to claim 12, wherein the intelligent electronic d e

vice is a protective relay.

23. A computer program product encoding a computer program of instruc

tions for executing a computer process according to a method of any pre

ceding claim 12 to 22 when run on a computer.
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